146 Rose II
Woodcut
£ 300 Framed
*Ann Westley*

147 Rose
Woodcut
£ 300 Framed
*Ann Westley*

148 Rose III
Woodcut
£ 300 Framed
*Ann Westley*

149 Tara
Woodcut
£ 200 Framed, £120 Unframed
*Ann Westley*

150 Bitter Landscape
Monorelief
£ 85
Unique
*Stephen Mumberson*

151 Dark October
Aquatint
£ 230 Framed, £195 Unframed
Edition size 25
*David Mortimer Jones*

152 Shore Beacon II
Monoprint
£ 285 Framed, £250 Unframed
*Peter Green*

153 Cloudsuit Boys
Woodcut
£580 Framed, £500 Unframed
Edition size 30
*Magnus Irvin*

154 The Last Cow
Etching with woodcut
£ 250 Framed, £ 200 Unframed
*Frans Wesselman*

155 Over the River
Aquatint
£ 230 Framed, £195 Unframed
Edition size 25
*David Mortimer Jones*

156 Shore Beacon III
Woodcut and card
£ 175 Framed, £140 Unframed
Edition size 10
*Peter Green*

157 A Presence
Screenprint
£ 310 Framed, £ 250 Unframed
Edition size 12
*Michael Griffiths*

158 Watershed
Screenprint
£ 310 Framed, £250 Unframed
Edition size 12
*Michael Griffiths*

159 Inscriptions
Chine Colle and Collograph
£ 200 Framed
*Jacqueline Newell*

160 From Clee to Heaven
Silkscreen
Framed £150, Unframed £95
Edition size 85
*Richard Wardle*

161 The Night
Monoprint
£ 450 Framed
*John Duffin*

162 Origin of Elements
Etching & aquatint
£ 115 Framed, £ 100 Unframed
Edition size 35
*John A McPake*

163 Scumming
Aquatint
£ 250 Framed, £210 Unframed
Edition size 10
*Jane Stobart*

164 Thriving
Mezzotint
£ 310 Framed, £ 260 Unframed
Edition size 60
*Martin Langford*

165 Thinking Things Over
Monoprint
£ 450 Framed
*John Duffin*

166 Toile Etoile - in memoriam
Etching
£ 100 Framed, £ 90 Unframed
Edition size 35
*John A McPake*

167 Fragments
Collograph
£ 150 Framed, £100 Unframed
*Jacqueline Newell*

168 Angel Bank
Silkscreen
Framed £120, Unframed £70
Edition size 100
*Richard Wardle*

169 This Pathetic Enclosure
Screenprint
£ 310 Framed, £ 250 Unframed
Edition size 12
*Michael Griffiths*

170 Improved Communication
Screenprint
£ 310 Framed, £ 250 Unframed
Edition size 12
*Michael Griffiths*

171 Depart and Forget
Etching
£ 245 Framed, £195 Unframed
Edition size 40
*Paul Hawdon*

172 Hot Rocks
Linocut
£222 Framed, £180 Unframed
Edition size 12
*Katie Clemson*

173 Water Marks
Linocut
£222 Framed, £180 Unframed
Edition size 12
*Katie Clemson*

174 City Nights
Etching
£ 250 Framed, £ 200 Unframed
*Vijay Kumar*

175 Little Green Rock
Linocut
£222 Framed, £180 Unframed
Edition size 12
*Katie Clemson*

176 Gothic Facade
Collograph & Gold Leaf
£210 Framed, £160 Unframed
*Meg Dutton*

177 Winchelsea Beach
Wood engraving
£210 Framed, £ 180 Unframed
Edition size 75
*Monica Poole*

178 Mothers Meeting
Etching
£46 Framed, £ 32 Unframed
*Glyn Thomas*